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INGLÊS
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JC 

JP 

PC 
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OBS.: Esta lista deve ser entregue resolvida no dia da prova de Recuperação.
1.

Choose the sentence that uses the SECOND CONDITIONAL appropriately. (Escolha a frase que utiliza o
SECOND CONDITIONAL apropriadamente.)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

If I have Money I watch “Avengers Endgame” 10 times in theathers.
If I had Money I will watch “Avengers Endgame” 10 times in theathers.
If I have Money I will watch “Avengers Endgame” 10 times in theathers.
If I had Money I would watch “Avengers Endgame” 10 times in theathers.
If I had had Money I would have watched “Avengers Endgame” 10 times in theathers.

2.

Choose the sentence that uses the FIRST CONDITIONAL appropriately. (Escolha a frase que utiliza o FIRST
CONDITIONAL apropriadamente.)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

If I travels to a Hawaiian resort I am happy.
If I travel to a Hawaiian resort I will be happy.
If I traveled to a Hawaiian resort I would be happy.
If I traveled to a Hawaiian resort I will would be happy.
If I had traveled to a Hawaiian resort I would have been happy.

3.

Choose the sentence that uses the ZERO CONDITIONAL appropriately. (Escolha a frase que utiliza o ZERO
CONDITIONAL apropriadamente.)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

If you leave the atmosphere, you don’t breathe.
If you leave the atmosphere, you won’t breathe.
If you left the atmosphere, you wouldn’t breathe.
If you leaves the atmosphere, you don’t breathe.
If you had left the atmosphere, you hadn’t breathed.
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Answer the questions 4, 5, 6 and 7 based on the text about Pablo Picasso.
Fun Facts About Pablo Picasso
Picasso was baptized Pablo Diego José Francisco de
Paula Juan Nepomuceno María de los Remedios Cipriano de
la Santísima Trinidad Martyr Patricio Clito Ruíz y Picasso. He
was named after VARIOUS saints and relatives. The
"Picasso" is actually from his mother, Maria Picasso y Lopez.
His father is named Jose Ruiz Blasco.
Picasso had such a difficult birth and was such a weak
baby that when he was born, the MIDWIFE thought that he
was stillborn so she left him on a table to attend his mother. It
was his uncle, a doctor named Don Salvador, that saved him.
It's like Picasso was born an artist: his first word was
"piz," short of lápiz the Spanish word for 'pencil.' His father
Ruiz, an artist and art professor, gave him a formal education in art starting from the age of 7. By 13, Ruiz VOWED
to give up painting as he felt that Pablo had surpassed him.
At the tender young age of 9, Picasso completed his first painting: Le picador, a man riding a horse in a bullfight.
His first major painting, an "academic" work is First Communion, featuring a PORTRAIT of his father, mother,
and younger sister kneeling before an altar. Picasso was 15 when he finished it.
No doubt about it, Picasso was brilliant: artistically, he was years ahead of his classmates who were all five to
six years older than him. But Picasso chafed at being told what to do and he was often thrown into "detention".
Picasso signed his first contract in Paris with art dealer Pere Menach, who agreed to pay him 150 francs per
month (about US$750 today).
When the Mona Lisa was stolen from the Louvre, the police took in Picasso's friend, the poet Guillaume Apollinaire.
Apollinaire fingered Picasso as a suspect, so the police hauled him in for questioning. Both were later released.
4.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

How many words does Picasso’s full name have? (Quantas palavras o nome completo de Picasso tem?)
19
20
21
22
23

5.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Who saved Picasso at his difficult birth? (Quem salvou Picasso em seu difícil trabalho de parto?)
His uncle
His father
The police
His mother
The midwife

6.

How much did Picasso earn per month with his first contract? (Quanto Picasso recebeu por mês pelo seu
primeiro contrato?)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
7.

Identify if the words in bold are nouns, verbs or adjectives. (Identifique se essas palavras marcadas no texto
são substantivos, verbos ou adjetivos.)
VARIOUS: ______________________________________________________________________________
MIDWIFE: _______________________________________________________________________________
VOWED: ________________________________________________________________________________
PORTRAIT: _____________________________________________________________________________

8.

Explain the meaning of the following idiom, use Portuguese if necessary. (Explique o significado da expressão
idiomática a seguir, usando português se necessário.)
GREEN THUMB:

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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9.

What PHRASAL VERB is represented by the picture? (Qual PHRASAL VERB está representado
pela imagem?)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
10. Write sentences with the PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS using the verbs bellow. (Escreva frases no
PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS utilizando os verbos abaixo.)
a) WAIT
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
b)

WASH

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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